2nd Invitation and application to the
10th FEDECRAIL Youthcamp 2016 in Germany
Theme: “making our history fit for the future”
FEDECRAIL - European Federation of Museum & Tourist Railways together with VDMT, the
German association for heritage and touristic railways are pleased to invite you to the 10 th
FEDECRAIL Youthcamp in Germany. This event will take place from Friday 29th of July to
Sunday 7th of August 2016 mainly on the surroundings of Nürnberg - Bavaria - Germany.
1. Introduction
For the 10th time FEDECRAIL, as the European umbrella organisation for heritage railways,
organizes in cooperation with one of its local member an international youth exchange called
"FEDECRAIL Youth Camp". The aim of this youth exchange is to enable young members from
heritage railway associations and railway museums all over Europe to come together for 10
days and to see and learn how in railway heritage is preserved in other countries by actively
undertaking project work. The camp also fosters intercultural understanding and networking
between the participants and heritage railways throughout Europe.
All young volunteer members of heritage railway associations aged between 15 and 24 years
are invited and very welcome to attend the camp (participants under 18 will need a Parental
Permission).
Typically there are about 25 places available, which are intended to be split evenly between
the countries participating if the number of places is exceeded. English is the common
working language for the Camp and at least one participant from each country must be
competent in that language. In addition, all participants must have a basic understanding of
English for safety reasons as we will be working on live railways.
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2. General Information and preliminary programme
Hosts are member-organisations of VDMT: Deutsches Dampflokomotiv Museum (Neuenmarkt
- Wirsberg) and Dampfbahn fränkische Schweiz E.V. (Ebermannstadt).
The main camp location will be in Neuenmarkt - Wirsberg (Jugendgästehaus).
Participants can expect a varied programme consisting of several visits to historic
railway/tram museums and make also some work experiences there. Furthermore getting in
touch with the cultural characteristics of this part of Germany as well as having an
international exchange between the participants will be part of the planned programme.
Preliminary programme (the detailed one will be sent with the confirmation of
participation):
Friday
29th July 2016

Saturday
30th July 2016

Arrival and opening/welcome dinner

Refurbishing activities on an historic freight wagon (wood- and
steelwork) with proper instruction lessons.
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Sunday
31st July 2016

Monday
1st Aug. 2016

Tuesday
2nd Aug. 2016
Wednesday
3rd Aug. 2016

Visit and ride on the Dampfbahn Fränkische Schweiz with possibility to
assist the train conductor.

Scanning of several locomotive and wagon drawings + free time

Visit to the Deutsches Dampflok Museum and continuing of the
refurbishing activities (painting) of the freight wagon.
Visit to the city of Nürnberg: old town, railway and tram museum.
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Thursday
4th Aug. 2016

Friday
5th Aug. 2016

Saturday
6th Aug. 2016

Finishing scanning activities and works on the freight wagon.

Walking and exploring along the famous “Schiefe Ebene” railway line +
free time

Assistance / collaboration on the heritage train and museum operation.
Farewell dinner and official closing of the camp.

Sunday
4

7th Aug. 2016

Breakfast and departure back home

The programme could change due to certain weather conditions or other logistic reasons.
Further details of the host organisations and railway museums you can find on:
http://www.dampflokmuseum.de
http://www.dampfbahn.net/
http://www.vdmt.de

Female and male members of the host heritage railway associations will supervise the whole
group during the camp except if there will be declared a free time. Accommodation will be
simple but very nice for a group of young people. The food will be almost traditionally German
(if needed also vegetarian). The participants can feel free to take along any traditional food or
sweet from their home country to share it with the group, as it should also be an intercultural
exchange.
The participation fee will be € 140 and includes all charges due to the programme
(accommodation, food, transfers). This fee will not include personal pocket money for
souvenirs, snacks etc..

3. How to arrive and how to travel back home
The participant has to organize and buy by himself the travel from the participant’s
hometown and back home to one of the meeting points. To simplify logistics we kindly ask
you to find connections so as to be able to choose one meeting point for your arrival. Please
inform us if you are not able to find a proper connection, we will find another solution for you.
We will also provide soon more information about the exact meeting location, where one of
our camp organizers will wait for you.
Meeting points for the arrival, Friday 29th July:
A) Nürnberg Airport (NUE) at 16:00 h (German Time, MEZ +1)
B) Nürnberg Main Station at 18:00 h (German Time, MEZ +1)
For those who choose meeting point A or B will be provided a Ticket from Nürnberg to
Neuenmarkt-Wirsberg.
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C) Neuenmarkt Wirsberg Railway Station from 12:00 h to 20:00 h (German Time, MEZ
+1), please consider that the line through Bamberg is closed due to construction works,
so you have to take a train through Bayreuth.

Departure, Sunday 7th August:
You will get a breakfast and a packed lunch for your travel back home on Sunday morning.
After breakfast at about 9:30 am the participants will be split into groups for Nürnberg
Airport, Nürnberg Main Station and for individual travel back home. Consider about 2 hours
of train ride to Nürnberg Airport or Nürnberg Main Station, so to find connections back home
departing from about 12:00 h on (plane connections maybe a bit later).

4. Further details and necessary required things to participate to the camp
The participation at camp is at your own risk, so every participant is kindly requested to take
an insurance by himself for whole period of the camp. (insurance for travel, health and leisure
accidents). That means that in case of any accident the local organization crew, VDMT,
FEDECRAIL etc. are not responsible for emerging charges.
Every Participant should bring personal towels. Sleeping bags and bed linen are not
necessary. For health and safety reasons, personal medicine and for the work activities
personal safety clothing (safety boots and workwear, etc.) is supposed but could be also
provided from the host.
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We suppose you not to take along too big and too heavy suitcases with you! As we know from
the former camps a middle sized trolley and a backpack is more than enough and more
comfortable for you to take along, especially during the transfers.
Normally in August, the temperatures and the weather are quite moderate with an average of
20°C to 25°C. For the evening and the morning or by a rainy weather a water resistant jacket
will be nice.

5. Registration and booking
Just fill in the attached application form, sign it (or your parents in case that you are less than
18 years old) and attach a photo of you and return us a scanned copy to
youthcamp@fedecrail.org.
Please let us know as soon as possible if you will have a different arriving and departure as
specified in the registration form.
If there is no national umbrella organisation in your country, your association can send your
contact details to FEDECRAIL direct (youthcamp@fedecrail.org).
The registration is open until the 3rd of April 2016.
VERY IMPORTANT: Please do not book any flight or train before we confirm your
participation!
After April the 3rd all registrations will be evaluated and you will get an answer with the
confirmation of the participation to the camp and the bank transfer information for the
payment of the participation fee. We can only confirm a limited number of participants, the
others will be on a waiting list and if anyone cancels his participation, the next one will
immediately contacted.
If you have any questions about registration or booking your journey, please do not hesitate
to contact us at: youthcamp@fedecrail.org.
The next step is that we are going to confirm your registration in April.
All in all we are looking forward to live and enjoy this 10 days full of new experiences
together as the years before in other European countries!
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Contacts
General information: youthcamp@fedecrail.org
Or: Marco Meusburger, meusburger@fedecrail.org (Telephone 0043 650 6861136)
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